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Preserving the mighty mussel

Universities drop in rankings

AMSTERDAM | The University of Amster-

dam is no longer in the top fifty of the
world’s best universities, according to
Shanghai’s international network QS. Last
year, the university teetered at the 49th
position and is now ranked at 56th place.
Leiden University has fallen even further,
going from 60 to 82. Utrecht University
is ranked at 70th place. The list places
America’s Harvard University as the best
in the US and the British University of
Cambridge is ranked in first place overall.

At the peak of mussel season, restaurants across the
country are featuring the Dutch delicacy on their menus.
LARAE MALOOLY reveals the succulent shellfish is
under threat – from nature and diners alike.

Spelling declines after school

ROTTERDAM | Students with even the best

levels of spelling lose their skill rapidly
after primary school. A commission led
by linguistics expert Jannemieke van de
Gein examined the spelling of texts from
HAVO and VWO students. In an article in
the August issue of Onze Taal (Our Language), she reveals that wrong spelling
starts in high school. Van de Gein says
that the weakest point in spelling is the
low level of maintenance after primary
school. She also criticises the education
ministry’s future steps to improve spelling as “ridiculously low.” The ministry
has not yet responded to the article.

Navigation systems for exams

RIJSWIJK | From 1 September of next

The Mosselwad team focuses on the protection and sustainable future of mussel beds in the Wadden Sea area.

Swift tidal currents, wetlands and
seagulls are famous images of the biodiverse Wadden Sea, but they are also
the forces of nature that make it a precarious habitat for mussels.
As waves and currents gradually
change the intertidal landscape of the
area’s mud flats and dunes, Erik van
Dijk and the Coastal & Marine Union
(EUCC) work to secure the future of
mussel beds in the region.
To combat a shortage of developed mussel beds in the Wadden Sea,
the Dutch Ministry for Environment
(VROM) granted the EUCC and five
consortium partners six million euros
for Mosselwad, a five-year project aimed
at creating and protecting young mussel
beds while constructing new beds for development over the next four years.
The area’s mussel bed shortage falls
somewhere between 1,000 and 2,000
hectares, with the cost of creating just
one new bed roughly 30,000 euros per
hectare.
Mosselwad plans to buy mussels
from fishermen to develop new beds
whose stability will be studied in relation to currents, waves and predation by
birds, starfish and crab fish.
Before they form shells, mussel
larvae swim freely in the water and
measure half a centimetre. Then they attach to sand, lines or nets to grow a shell
of two centimetres in length, a process

that takes about one year.
“In the Wadden Sea, they grow
quickly and [fishermen] take them from
the lines or from the bottom of the sea
and bring them to parcels where they
can grow out for two years at lengths
of five to six centimetres. Then they are
ready for the market,” explains Van Dijk,
Mosselwad’s project leader.
“The time between catching and
growing is about two and a half to three
years. In the Oosterschelde it takes four
to five years because there is less food
and it takes more time before they are
grown.”
With some of the Atlantic coast’s
largest areas partitioned for mussel harvesting, the Netherlands boasts mussel
hot spots in the Oosterschelde estuary
in Zeeland at 2,040 hectares and the
Wadden Sea zone of the North Sea with
3,560 hectares.
In the Oosterschelde, however, a
history of overfishing has disrupted the
life-cycle of mussels and in turn the
sustainability of mature mussel beds
that should last for many years.
The situation has forced many restaurants to look elsewhere to purchase their
seafood, especially during peak mussel
season from September until December.
Serving mussels for 12-years at Restaurant Havenzicht in Oudeschild on
the island of Texel, Anne-Mieke Bakker
recalls the resulting structural changes

in the industry.
University’s geoscientists, applied ma“We used to have one mussel man on rine ecology from Wageningen’s Institute
the island, and he quit. His boat is still for Marine Resources and Ecosystem
outside in the harbour for sale. He was Studies (IMARES), the Dutch Centre for
also our supplier, but now we get mus- Field Omithology SOVON, as well as sea
sels from the fish shop, who buys them research institutes NIOZ and NIOO.
from the auction,” she says.
Right now, models are being created
A fleet of 40 modern ships comprise to detect areas that do not contain too
the Cooperative Den Helder/Texel Fish much storm activity or fast currents that
Auction, catching more than 400 species could sweep away fledgling mussels.
of fish for trade at auction. Price depends
The government is also working with
on the amount of the day’s catch, but the mussel fishing industry and nature
demand also plays a part.
conservation organisations to restore the
“Once fish used to be the inexpen- Wadden Sea ecosystem by supplemensive food. But now it is cheaper to buy ting traditional fishing methods.
chicken, because we eat too much fish,”
As the Mosselwad project continues
says Bakker.
until 2014, Van Dijk is focused on mussel
Regulations have helped beds most preservation in concert with the efforts
visibly in the eastern Wadden Sea, but of the government and other organizafishermen are not the only obstacle to tions. In this way, the project’s research
the survival of mussels. Native predators will lead to a handbook that can direct
like starfish, seagulls and Eider ducks future policy and conservation efforts.
feed on mussels. Van Dijk, however, does
Beyond the benefits to a mussel’s
not consider them enemies.
natural predators and the fishery, mus“These animals must have enough sel beds have an important intrinsic
food. That is the basis of our work. There landscape value in the Wadden sea, and
must be enough food for the birds, and a role in the sea’s functioning ecosystem,
then we see what remains for the fisher- influencing water quality, habitat formaman,” he says.
tion and affecting its ever-changing soil.
The Mosselwad team cannot control
Answering which force he thinks will
uncertain factors like this, but they can win, Mosselwad’s efforts, or the natural
choose wisely where to create experi- diversity pervading the mercurial Wadmental mussel beds.
den Sea, Van Dijk responds simply.
Often they base decisions on findings
“My feeling is that of supporting nafrom project partners including Utrecht
ture, not fighting against it.”
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year, all driving examination cars must
be equipped with navigation technology.
The examiner must make the navigation
part of the test under the personal driving route section. The Central Office of
Driving Licenses announced the requirement on 16 September in agreement
with the driving school industry. Already,
most instruction cars have navigation
systems that are regularly used in lessons
and exams. The mandatory requirement
will help further promote navigation
skills. The office also expects to require
navigation devices in truck driving exam
vehicles.

Dating show most popular
AMSTERDAM | The dating program Farmer

Seeks a Wife has attracted record viewers. The KRO series attracted over 3.2
viewers on 6 September, making it the
most watched program that night according to research foundation, SKO. Yvon
Jaspers presents the popular programme
for its current fifth season. Viewers follow
12 farmers looking for a wife. Interested
women have two weeks to write a letter
to their chosen man, and five farmers
will be selected to follow through with
the notes. The final connections will be
unveiled on 12 December.

